June is safety month!
by Bill Meagher; Director of Risk Management & Insurance

June was National Safety Month and
all of the Historic Tours of America
companies participated in the fourth
annual safety campaign.
The theme this year- “Know
Safety…” – was designed to
encourage our CASTmembers to
focus on CASTmembers’ knowledge
of HTA’s Safety Program. Each week
we sent out three safety related questions
and asked our CASTmembers to submit their answers for a chance
at winning a weekly and grand prize drawing. We received a total
of 879 CASTmember entries this year reflecting a huge increase in
participation from last year! Thank you all who participated.
Weekly winners, Rick Welles (OTT-Boston, G&G), Erin Smith
(OTT-San Diego), Michele Price (OTT- Savannah) and Barry Costello
(OTT- Boston) each received a $50 Gift Card donated by our insurance
broker, Kuykendall Gardner Insurance and a Liberty Mutual Gift Pack
provided by our Insurer.
Our Grand Prize winner was Laurie Seth Yates (Shipwreck Treasure
Museum). In addition to a $100 American Express Gift Certificate and
a Liberty Mutual Gift Pack,
Laurie received One Day
Off With Pay and a Grand
How well do you Know HTA’s Safety Program & Policies? Win a prize by
answering the Safety Questions below and submit them to your Safety
Prize Winner Certificate,
Officer. Entries must reach Risk Management by the end of day, Friday.
All submissions are eligible whether answered correctly or incorrectly
suitable for framing.
Prizes awarded weekly and Grand Prize at the end of the Month.
In addition to the
Questions
and
Prize
Drawings,
we
asked
each operation to host
a Safety Observance Day
on Wednesday, June 25th.
Some of our operations
responded with great food
& fun. Thanks again to all
those who took an active

Jim Lamberson, Clinton Curry, Laurie Seth Yates and CEO Chris Belland
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role in this campaign.
We made a big deal about Safety in June but Safety must be a
big deal all year long. “Safety First and Courtesy a Close Second”
is not just our Company slogan but a philosophy and culture each
CASTmember should embrace daily. Let’s focus on Safety and continue
to remember, it is ultimately YOU that can make a difference!
As Always,…”Safety First…”
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from the desk of the chief conductor

The “Holy Trinity” of the Hospitality Industry
by Chris Belland; CEO of Historic Tours of America

There are immutable truths and laws in
everything we do. Whether they are the
laws of physics or the “invisible hand” in
economics, certain aspects of how things
happen and get done are a constant, and so
it is in our business, the hospitality industry.
The hospitality industry is, essentially,
a relationship between those people desiring service and those
who desire to give it and in this relationship there are at least three
components which make it all work: quality, value and service.

Quality

It has been one of the great sadnesses of my life to see the
deterioration of quality in consumer goods. When I was a boy, there
was a great deal of pride in craftsmanship, tools and products built
by man for man. Today, with ever-increasing massive consumerism
and the separation between producer and user, we have become
used to shoddy workmanship. In the same sense, in some instances,
this has manifested itself in the relationships between service
providers and service users. We have become more interested in
getting things fast and cheap than having quality experiences, the
memories of which last a lifetime.
I am proud to say that Historic Tours of America has always
taken the dedication to quality of our products and services to
the highest level. Since our product is basically service, we have
worked, learned and continued to change what we do in order to
always provide the highest quality to our guests. In the same sense,
we have subtly subscribed to the old adage that poor quality will
be remembered long after the delivery of poor service or low cost.

Value

More businesses go out of business
every day because they do not charge
enough for the service or products they
provide. I have to laugh at the notion
of the global economy being described
as “flat”, meaning there is a level playing
field. There is no level playing field
globally, nationally, regionally or locally.
There is always an advantage. On a global
basis, those providing less expensive goods
and services to the world compared to
what can be provided by the United States
is being done by countries that do not have
social support for their people, mandatory
health care, OSHA regulations, insurances
and so many other things required of
American businesses. Of course they can
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sell things cheaper than we can. At
the same time, if a business, no matter
whether it is local or global, cannot
provide a service that is affordable to
the guest/buyer they, too, will soon be
out of business. It is a delicate balance
between price and value.
I have always held that it is not so
important what something costs, but
more what it is worth. At Historic Tours
Christopher Belland
of America we have always attempted
Chief Executive Officer
to provide not only the service the people perceive to want but we
have striven over the years to provide added values in small ways
that make what our guests buy more enjoyable, compelling and
memorable. Whether it is well-trained, enthusiastic CASTmembers,
free maps, trolley “air conditioners”, entertaining soundbites or
any other of a number of added value elements, I can say with
confidence that what Historic Tours of America offers is not only
competitively priced but priced at a level where I feel confident that
our guests ultimately feel they got more in return for what they
paid which is one very good reason why we are the biggest and best
at what we do.

Service

Of the trinity, perhaps service is the most important element
of all and it starts with the hiring process. From our comment card
program we are constantly asked how we train our people to be
so nice and the answer is, of course, that we don’t. We work very
hard to simply hire nice people. It sounds easy but it is a difficult
discipline that requires patience and
integrity to adhere to a higher standard but,
in the end, it is worth it. My partner has
often said that hiring the wrong person is
like painting your house with cheap paint
and it is true. Just to hire somebody
because you need a warm body is a certain
recipe for ultimate failure. Not only do
we need to hire the right person as that
pertains to ethics and morality but we
also must hire those people who find the
joy and reward in serving others. The
stories of vacations being ruined by a
single taxicab driver, front desk clerk or
tour guide are legendary and through our
hiring process, comment card program
and constant attention to recognition
and reward, I think we are all justifiably
proud of our reputation as a leader in
de
our
industry.
Gui
l
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from the corner office

Thank You for Making us Great!
by Edwin O. Swift III; President of Historic Tours of America

I want to congratulate all departments in our company, retail,
tours, and attractions for our first quarter, across the board, success.
I also want to thank all those departments within the company that
support our front line CASTmembers. I know we, as a company,
have not only been maintaining our commitment to innovation
for the past six recession years, but that the inspiration for those
improvements came almost entirely from within. Few if any of the
latest and greatest ideas, concepts or successful new products or
programs were provided to us by consultants, senior management,
stockholders or the media. Rather they came from you.
These suggested CAST driven concepts for improvement are
what has kept us unique and on the cutting edge. Once again, now
that the country is poking its collective heads up out of recession,
our company is well prepared to continue as a leader in the tourism
industry.
I started to list the things that are propelling us forward and
ahead of our competition when two things occurred to me.
1. Why let our competition know what is providing us with our
success? (They do read our newsletters).
2. That I would probably forget someone that has contributed in
strengthening our systems, our fleets, our shops or attractions.
That wouldn’t do.
We simply have become more responsive, more communicative,

more team oriented. This has made us a
better and stronger company. The fact is
that Historic Tours of America is the best
it has ever been and is poised to share
even greater adventures in being The
Nation’s Storyteller.
As we look to the future I can’t
help but look to the recent past where
we faced and overcame an extreme
financial test, the Great Recession.
Edwin O. Swift III
However out of great adversity comes
President
great opportunity.
We had to learn how to create more with less and how to choose
more carefully where we invest our resources and forced us to
focus on our core business and where there was most to gain. An
old Chinese proverb related this message: “Crisis is opportunity
riding the dangerous wind.” I for one am thankful for all the good
CASTmembers who have remained engaged and loyal to the Historic
Tours of America principles and also devoted to our guests in these
“crisis” times.
So to use an overused word, congratulations! And thank you and
here’s to us! I am excited to see what the next three quarters of our
year will bring.

Giving Back!

Historic Tours of America is not perfect, but there is strength
in knowing that and recognizing it on a daily basis. The day we
become so secure or smug that we do not listen to our guests
or each other, some part of the Holy Trinity will be broken, but I
remain confident, given the nature of our core philosophy and
the people of this great company who believe it, this will not
happen.

The Trinity and the Essential Guide

An interesting contemporary manifestation of how the
Trinity is important in our relationship with our guests is
our new Essential Guide Program. The Essential Guide is an
extraordinarily high quality product of information that, quite
frankly, will benefit any visitor to our cities who buys it. The
value vastly exceeds the modest price for the Essential Guide
because what it can do for a guest grossly exceeds the few
dollars of its cost. It provides background information, walking
tours and other bits of information that are impossible to
cover in our main tour product and satisfies this need in our
guest. Finally, our tour conductors and engineers and sales
representatives now have the Essential Guide at their disposal
to provide yet another service to our guests. Personally, I think
it is a pleasure and an honor to be able to do so.

Historic Tours of America (HTA) donated $2,000 to the “Jay Gogin ‘Seize the Clay’ Arts
Endowment,” named for the late Florida Keys Community College artist-in-residence
and popular ceramics teacher of 24 years. HTA’s President, Ed Swift, and Chief
Executive Officer, Chris Belland, were joined by Wesley Belland and Tania Alipizar,
former students of Gogin’s, to present the donation to College President, Dr. Jonathan
Gueverra on the Key West Campus on Thursday, June 24, 2014.
Funds generated through the endowment will enable the College to strengthen the
arts courses and activities, which Gogin cultivated and valued so dearly. It will also
allow the College to continue traditions started by Gogin such as presenting guest
artists to educate, entertain and delight FKCC’s students and community at large.

twitter.com/historictours
facebook.com/historictours
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Changes on the
Homefront
John Welby; General Manager

Over the winter months there have been
a lot of changes here at OTT Boston and I am
happy to report that that trend is continuing.
We have been hard at work getting ready
for season in the usual ways; auditioning,
hiring and training of new
CASTmembers, opening depots,
updating signage, etc. This year
we have also been sprucing
up our building along the way,
painting the kitchen, conference
Video screens at the Prudential Center sales depot
room and several offices. For attached and supported
New mural in the front entry of OTT
years one would enter our by an external contraption
Boston
building and be greeted that looked like a medieval
by a blank white wall and torture device. As a result
a sad excuse for a potted he was out of work for the
plant. So, I asked former next four months. He was
conductor, good friend excited to finally return to
of OTT and very talented work after his long stint
artist, Jennifer Finkle, to away. He was back on the
do a mural in the front job just a few weeks when
entry of our building here misfortune struck again. In
in South Boston. Now, his haste to get downstairs
Building mural done by Alex Lukas
thanks to Jen’s vision and to his trolley after Briefing,
talent, guests are greeted with a beautiful mural reminiscent of a he missed a step and went
Miles Long
vintage postcard. She even used pieces of our old maps to create a shoulder first into the wall
great decoupage effect in the word Boston.
at the bottom. He was in a lot of pain and required immediate
Continuing with the mural theme, we were approached by a medical attention. As it turned out, he dislocated his right shoulder
representative from Converse about using one of the exterior walls and would have to be out of work again. Having already missed
of our building for a mural. Converse has a program whereby they
four months, this was very depressing
help promote young artists and urban art
news for him, as well as OTT. A couple of
by securing canvasses (ie: unused walls)
weeks later he was ready to return to work.
for them to create their art. They spotted
Knowing the type of guy Michael is, one
the north-facing wall of our office space
that is always smiling and ready to have
and thought it would be the perfect spot
a good time, I decided to have a little fun
for their next project for artist Alex Lukas.
with him on his first day back. So, at the
After getting the go-ahead from Chris and
morning Briefing we presented him with a
Ed, Alex and his partner began working on
very special jacket , one made completely
our building and a mere five days later had
of bubble wrap! It even had a new nametag
completed their very dynamic artwork. Alex
reading “Miles Gronkowski”, a reference to
captured a great shot of one of our trolleys
the much-injured New England Patriots
passing by his mural illuminated by the
player, Rob Gronkowski. Needless to say
setting sun. The mural has become a great
everyone, and especially Miles, had a good
addition to our building, thanks Alex.
laugh and started the day upbeat and ready
Veteran Tour Conductor, Michael
to go. I would be remiss if I did not thank
“Miles” Long had a run of bad luck over
Administrative Assistant, John Speck who
the past few months. During the winter
took my vision and created the bubble
he slipped on some ice and broke his left
wrap jacket, great job John!
arm. The break was so bad that he required
After many months of planning we
Vendor Reps Cathy Hutchinson and Beth Cohen
surgery and needed to have a series of pins
Josephs having fun at the Pride Parade.
had a fantastic new kiosk installed at our
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Prudential Center sales depot last August. As
part of the original design it was to have video
screens showing images of Boston and Old
Town Trolley on either side of the map on the
credenza. After all this time we finally got that
task accomplished. The screens look amazing
and add a whole new dimension to the look
of the depot. Many thanks to Maintenance
Manager, Bob Gibson, and Operations Manager,
Brian Buckley, for making that happen.
June 14th was the annual Pride Parade
here in Boston. This has become the biggest
parade in the City of Boston, with an estimated
1 million spectators. Last year, under the
leadership and foresight of Steven Johnson,
Tour & Entertainment Manager, we decided to
put one of our Ghosts & Gravestones trolleys in
the parade with several of our actors. Building
on the success of last year, we once again put a
Ghosts & Gravestones Trolley in the parade this
year and for the first time ever, OTT had a trolley
in the parade as well. OTT has donated trolleys
and has rented trolleys to various groups for
use in the parade over the years, but we have
never had a trolley representing ourselves, until
now. The trolley was decked out with orange
and green balloons as well as a special banner
Old Town Trolley contingent of Cast Members, family and friends at the Pride Parade.
wishing “Happy Pride” to the people of Boston.
From left to right, top row: Sue Pye (Trainer/Safety Officer), Beth Cohen Josephs (Vendor Rep) and Cheryl
Conductor Russ “Mr. Christmas” Kelley drove
Desimone (Office Manager)
Middle row: Cathy Hutchinson (Vendor Rep), Catherine Walsh, Russ “Mr. Christmas” Kelley (Conductor), John
the trolley full of fellow CASTmembers, family
Welby (General Manager) and Allan Eyden
and friends. Everyone had a great time handing
Bottom row: Stan Kozlowski, Alicia Devereaux and Tom Ryan
out Mardi Gras beads, Hawaiian Leis and OTT
Hometown Pass magnets. The whole event was a total blast and
we can’t wait to do it again next year.
The 2014 season is well underway and it is quickly becoming
a very busy year for us. Of course our success doesn’t happen
without the hard work and dedication of a whole lot of people.
So, let me say “thank you” to the entire CAST of OTT Boston for all
you do.
Will “Jonathan Godspeed”
Munoz, Kilian “Miss Agatha”
Webster, Steven “Anthraxicon”
Johnson, Maryanne “Captain
Havok” Truax, Sam “Victor
Oddwren” Joyall, Nicole “Scarlet
Gray” Parrish, and Tim “Devlin
Cormac” Carr

The Old Town Trolley decorated
for the Pride Parade, wishing the
people of Boston “Happy Pride”
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vendor spotlight

Sheraton Boston Hotel
Natalie Hebert

by Beth Cohen; Vendor Representative

Natalie Hebert is a concierge at the
Sheraton Boston. She was born in Seoul,
Korea and adopted by a couple living in
Michigan when she was three years old. Natalie lived in Michigan
until she graduated high school. Afterward, she moved to Boston
to attend Berklee College of Music and graduated with a degree in
Music Business. Upon graduating, Natalie moved to New York City
to take a music licensing job with American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP).
While living in NYC, Natalie came to visit a friend in Boston.
During the visit, she met Randy. They started dating and about
9 months after their first meeting, Natalie moved to Boston to be
closer to him. She got a job working in the student financial aid
office at Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.
Natalie and Randy got married about a year and a half later. They
then moved to Florida for the warmer climate. They lived there for
seven years – living in Miami, Tampa and Sarasota. During their
time in Florida, Natalie worked in retail and taught piano – at first
part time before leaving retail to teach piano full time.
Natalie and Randy wanted to be closer to family so they came
back to Boston. (Randy’s family lives in Massachusetts). This was
in 2012 and in August 2012, Natalie took a job as a concierge at the
Sheraton. Natalie truly loves being a concierge. She said the work
is so fulfilling and it is her dream job. She enjoys meeting people
from all over the world and hearing about their home countries and

cultures. Furthermore,
she loves entertaining
and planning events
and she is a serious
foodie. In her job as a
concierge, she is able
to combine all of these
things in order to create
memorable experiences
for her guests.
Of
course, one way Natalie
helps her guests have
Natalie Hebert
a memorable time in
Boston is by sending them on the Old Town Trolley Tour. Natalie
recommends OTT because the service is reliable and the most
frequent, the employees are professional and friendly, each
conductor brings something different and unique to their tour,
the tours are the most thorough, the added value attractions can’t
be beat, and the whole Old Town Trolley sightseeing tour offers
the best value. When Natalie isn’t working, she enjoys cooking,
dining out, playing tennis, playing piano, going to the movies and
traveling.
Natalie – thank you for all you do to make guests feel welcome
in Boston and for recommending the Old Town Trolley Tour. We
look forward to many more years of working together.

Tea Party Fun Photos!
We now know the secret to
how Lisa Hurd, Manager of
Boston Tea Party retail keeps
her store so well displayed! She
puts her customers to work!
Lisa had this large group of
tourists come in and they had
the best time in the store –they
had so much fun they asked
Lisa for a business card and
said they would send her a
Christmas card! That is great
customer service!

That’s is Dan O’Neil. Our
Assistant Site Manager
and Safety Officer
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castmember spotlight

Deborah Kelley a/k/a “Darling Deb”
Sales Rep; Old Town Trolley Tours

background

I was actually born right in the city of Boston....just a few years
ago... and grew up in the very historic town of Concord, Massachusetts,
home of the American Revolution, and many famous writers and
philosophers like Thoreau, Alcott and Emerson. History and visitors
from all over the world were just a part of growing up in my town so
I feel right at home working in OTT Boston. Every Patriots’ Day in
April my family and I still attend the annual parade and watch the
Minutemen and British militia meet at the Old North Bridge on the
Concord River.
After high school I went off to college in Maine...Colby College..
where I majored in French. Junior year was spent studying in France in
Paris and in Normandy where I lived with a wonderful French family.
While I was there, my friends and I travelled as much as possible
all over France and anywhere else we could afford. One very special
memory was our trip from Paris to Istanbul and Athens on the original
Orient Express train, 4 days in the 3rd class compartment! My love of
travel and languages was really ignited that year and they continue to
be a very important part of my life. After college I lived in California
and in Boston while I tried out some different jobs and took courses in
education to get a teaching certificate. My career began with teaching
French classes in a middle school and later taking courses in Spanish
and French for a Masters in both languages. After many years of
teaching both French and Spanish I retired from full time teaching
and began thinking about my next career. I had been a tour guide in
Boston one summer way back and thought it would be a great way to
use my skills. So in 2008 I began my job as a Sales Rep where I can
have a “classroom “ of international guests to talk to every day!
When I am not working, I am very involved with my family and
friends. My husband Bill and I have two children, Katrina and Will,
now in their 20’s and our very special grandson Austin who is six and
king of Legos. Of course Rosie the cat and Molly, our new dog, play

an important part
in our family. We
all love to travel,
ski, skate, swim
and sometimes play
golf or tennis. For
me reading and
my yoga classes
give the necessary
downtime.
My
goals for the near
future are to continue to learn Italian, travel more and spend lots of
time with family and friends.

Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Brewster on Cape Cod, it has beautiful sunsets,
beaches, ponds and biking trails.
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | I love singing, so I would like to have a great voice
and also be able to play piano by ear.
Q | If there was one place you would like to live
besides your current city, where would it be?
A | Paris, because it is a great walking city with lots to do
and the food is amazing!
Q | What do you most value in your friends?
A | Loyalty, flexibility, good listening skills and of course a
sense of humor.
Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | Southern writers like Pat Conroy or Irish writers like
Maeve Binchy. I will try any book!

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Ryan Thompson
Barry Costello
Michael Fitzgerald
Bernice Kinyanjui
Jonathan Mendoza
Andrew DeMaria
Devon Alves
Tori Defarias
Samuel Quaratiello
Lauren Quinn

june

Anesti Dallta, 11 years
Aldwin Perodin, 8 years
Deborah Kelley, 6 years
Megan Feczko, 3 years
Michele Proude, 2 years

BTPS

Barbara Hayo, 15 years
Evan O’Brien, 3 years
Sarah Budziak, 2 years

july

James Tuffy, 6 years
Andrea Lawless, 1 year
Natalie D’Agostino, 1 year

BTPS

Edwin Silva, 1 year
Matthew Macleod, 1 year

tea party ship
Katerin Bonilla
Karen Bonilla
Zachary Smith
Joslyn Rodriguez
Kelsey Endter

may

John Wylie, Conductor
Natalie D’Agostino,
Sales Representative
Edward Pluviouse,
Supporting
MaryAnne Truax, Conductor

june

facebook.com/bostontours
twitter.com/bostontours
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Jennifer LaBarre, Conductor
Amanda Greer, Sales Rep.
Kris Fabroski, Supporting
William Munoz, Actor
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washington, Dc

If you take Care of Your
Employees and Customers,
Everything Else
will Flow Naturally
by Jerry Miller; General Manager

I have lived and breathed this concept
through most of my career.
As a General Manager, it’s easier to make your guests happy
when you are given the resources and authority to do it. From new
vehicles, to a new GPS system, to a 100% money-back guarantee,
to a myriad of other policies and procedures geared toward guest
satisfaction, we have finally turned a corner in providing a genuine
encounter with each and every one of our guests. We have a mantra
here in DC, “If you do what is right by the guest, you will never get
in trouble for it.”
Check out our TripAdvisor reviews sometime. Our Duck
Tour currently enjoys a 93% satisfaction rate. At this time, our
Monuments by Moonlight Tour has a 90% satisfaction rate. Our
Hop-On Hop-Off Day Tour also has a 90% satisfaction rate. One of
our major competitors has a dismal 75% satisfaction rate and the
other has an even-more-dismal 74% satisfaction rate.
I also believe in taking care of my CASTmembers--it doesn’t take
much. Listen to them. Act on their concerns. Be open and honest,
even when the news isn’t favorable. Treat them every once in a
while. Give them your time and attention. Go out on the front line
and help them when they need it. Give them constructive feedback.
Be human.
Did they appreciate a bowling party in February to get us pumped
up for our busy
season? Absolutely!
Is it that big of a deal
to host quarterly
BBQ lunches for
CASTmembers? To
them, heck yes it is!
We only close for
CDL trainer Michael winning a door prize.
Apparently he’s so happy, he must be
two holidays here in
going to Disney World.

Sunshyne, Oscar, Jerry, and Da Vinci striking a pose at the barn party

DC: Independence Day and
Christmas, so did it really
matter to the CAST that we
hosted a company picnic on
July 4 to thank them for an
incredible first quarter of the
fiscal year? You’re darned
right it did! Then there are
the little things like the office
doors always being open,
or maybe being open and Newly certified conductor Gator with Jerry.
honest about pay raises, or Bet they don’t give gifts like these at his
previous job.
maybe having breakfast with
them every day before briefing. Do all the little things add up? I
think they do.
To the company and executives, I tip my hat. You have created
an environment that is conducive to doing the right thing for our
guests and CAST members.
To the Leadagers here in DC, I am amazed every day at how
you all keep this place running as smoothly as it does. What an
incredibly dedicated and committed group of professionals!
And finally, to the Front Line folks who come to work every day
and provide positive experiences to our guests that can’t be found
anywhere else in DC, I applaud you all for your talents and individual
abilities. I am amazed daily at what you folks are doing.
It makes a GM proud to be part of such a wonderful thing!

Water balloon toss! Don’t drop the balloon or you are getting wet!!
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Good food, good times, great memories

Summer Fun
by Lauren Sheldon; Executive Assistant

Old Town Trolley DC had a fantastic 4th of July Summer Outing
this year! CAST members and their families were invited to the barn
for a day of sun, food, and fun. We planned the event from 11:00am
to 3:00pm so that folks could still enjoy the afternoon with their
loved ones. The event featured a DJ, karaoke, water balloon toss,
junior conductor and captain photos, a caricature artist, the gourmet
cooking of mechanic Mikel Godbolt, an entrée cook-off, an ice cream
sundae bar, and even a dunk tank! It was a picture perfect day.
When I first brought the idea of a dunk tank to the leadagers, I
was met with some hesitation. “But who will be dunked?” they all
wanted to know. Well fortunately for me and for the rest of the CAST,
Jerry Miller, Abe Burgos, and Steve “Mr. Holiday” O’Brien were all
brave enough to jump in (well, fall in!) to the tank. In an effort to raise
money for the Old Town Trolley “Tour de Cure” team which benefits
diabetes research, we did a suggested donation for each set of
throws. I was amazed at how enthralled everyone was with the tank.
Whether the throws were fueled by a friendly jab at a friend (yeah
– I’m looking at you, Abe!) or a child’s desire to watch the grown up
fall into the water, the crowds couldn’t be drawn away from the area.
Dunk tanks will certainly be part of our summer events from now on.
But what about the food you ask? Mikel “Bodyshop” Godbolt
whipped up his famous bbq for almost 150 people! There were
burgers, chicken, hot dogs, dips, guacamole, hummus, and so much
more! In addition to the BBQ options, we also had an entrée cookoff
where CASTmembers were encouraged to enter their best home
cooked foods for bragging rights and a prize. Our winner this year
was Aaron “The Shark” Sutliff and his fantastic jerk chicken.
Lastly, you should have seen the OTT WDC CAST dance! The Cha
Cha Slide, Electric Slide, Wobble, and Cotton Eyed Joe were just some
of the songs everyone danced to. I was very impressed by the skills
of more than one CASTmember. Even those that weren’t big dancers
were encouraged to get up on the dance floor and strut their stuff. It
was a day of laughter and fun with new friends, old friends, and their
families. I could not be more grateful for all of the help and support
we received along the way to make the 4th of July Summer Outing
such a major hit. Thank you!

The Un-Nerding of Safety
by Stephen O’Brien; Safety Officer

No one thinks it’s cool to walk around with $20 bills half-inserted
into each of your pockets. Likewise it’s definitely not nerdy to place
that money into a wallet and keep it in a secure place. But wait!
Maybe none of the $20’s will be lost. It’s the risk, though, that we’re
not willing to accept.
We make decisions every day that relate to accepting a level of
risk. Is unacceptable risk ever cool? Is it ever nerdy to spot trouble
(loss of a 20…or much more) and fix it or avoid it? It’s cool to examine
our habits and decisions with a cool eye for safety.
Don’t keep your observations and actions a secret. Share! It
grows our cool safety community!

Malcolm Barton, Terry Beatty, Brent Davis, Mike Overly, Mikel Godbolt, and Linden
John-Baptiste are shown protecting the OTT/WDC water supply! The bottled water
pictured is cooled as necessary and plays an important role in providing CAST a safe
workplace. The pictured supply will last about 2 months.

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
june

David Priester, 18 years
Oscar Overton, 10 years
Malcolm Barton, 8 years
Boris Willis, 8 years
Terrie Thomas, 4 years

Randolph John-Baptiste, 2 years

Adam and two of his awesome sons!
It was family day, and families were
encouraged to come.

Brentford Davis, 2 years
Dennis Laqua, 2 years
Lauren Sheldon, 1 year
Patrick Burnett, 1 year
Marvin Flores, 1 years
Calvin Watson, 1 year
Terry Beatty, 1 year

july

Michael Overly Jr., 11 years
Johnny Del Rosario de Jesus, 3 years

june

Eric Whitehead,
Conductor
Danny Kinney,
Ticket Seller
Chuck Diedrich,
Supporting
Capt. Steve Heare,
DC DUCKS

ducks

Charles Diedrich, 5 years

retail

Michelle Washington, 9 years

july

Joe Patterson,
Conductor
Vicky Hogan,
Ticket Seller
Micah Kagan, Supporting
Capt. Robert Gabler,
DC DUCKS
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Albert Burns, 1 year

trolley

Monae Gudger
Tiffany Godbolt
Soukaina Bouaouda

ducks

Amarkeri Monday
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old town trolley tours of washington dc / st. augustine

comments count

HAPPY

TOUR: Old Town Trolley Tours of Washington DC
Amount paid: $192.60
Type: Trustedtours.com
----------------------------------ORIGINAL TICKET USER: B. Crook
----------------------------------CUSTOMER COMMENTS:
We parked and arrived at stop 7 around 9:45. After waiting for 40 minutes without a trolley arriving we called
the phone number on our ticket to find out why no trolley showed up. They told us that stop was closed due
to a race in the area. We were told to walk to stop 1 where we could board a trolley. It was close to 11:30
before we finally got on a trolley. This was absolutely unacceptable for any business to operate like this
without notifying passengers the stops were closed. There were no signs posted the stop was closed and
nothing posted on a web site. There were eventually 20 people all waiting at this stop without any notice the
trolley wasn’t coming. While we waited at stop 7, there were other tour bus companies arriving at that stop.
If they were able to get through, how come Old Time Trolley couldn’t get through? The trolley was late at
every stop. There were many times when the trolley was too full to pick up the people waiting at the stop.
We were unable to hear our tour guide on the second trolley because the speaker over our head wasn’t
working and conversations from other riders prevented us from hearing the speaker in the front. We finally
got so frustrated with the trolley system that we just set out on foot and walked to the sites faster than waiting
for a trolley, then not getting on, and waiting for the next trolley. I will not use this tour again. It wasted more
of our time than it saved.
----------------------------------COMMENT CARD RESPONSE:
Did you have a good time: NO
Was it worth the price: NO
Will you recommend us: NO
Safety grade: Good
Cleanliness grade: Good
Employee/Guide grade: Poor
Where did you stay: Hotel
Length of stay: 5 days
Method of travel: Car
Where did you hear about us: Web Search
Your age range: 51-60
Our Response:

ANNIVERSARY
june

Scott Gastineau, 5 years
Kalmun Lee, 4 years
Melissa Mezick, 4 years
Joyce Pease, 4 years
Wayne Middleton, 3 years
William Fish, 2 years
Michael McPeters, 1 year

ATTRACTIONS

Suzann Maass, 2 years

july

Pamela Reed, 11 years
Sherry Freed, 7 years
Randy Rose, 3 years
William Arnott, 3 years
Michael Brown, 1 year
John Pritchard Jr., 1 year
John Horan, 1 year

attractions

Nicole Bird, 1 year
Jack Tolzmann, 1 year

Daniel Gray
Bernadette Vanslette
Daniel McCook IV
Julia Huyett
Natasha Tupinamba
Karen Zedell

Thank you for choosing Old Town Trolley Tours.
My name is Jennifer Gregg. I am the Guest Relations Coordinator for all of the Old Town Trolley Tours and
attractions owned by Historic Tours of America.
I am in receipt of your comments. I am sorry you were dissatisfied with your tour. This tour is refundable
and I will be assisting you with this process. Please consider this a confirmation of your request and me your
primary contact from this point forward. I will be writing you a check and mailing it to you via the USPS. It
takes approximately 6-8 weeks to process your request. My numbers and addresses are listed below.
Thank you for your feedback. I will be forwarding your comments to the GM of the city, as well as the CEO of
the company. We consider our guests feedback valuable in improving our services and locating opportunity
areas.
If I can assist you further please let me know.

CUSTOMER RESPONSE:
I was so impressed with the response we received from guest relations. You were gracious to us and honest.
You actually stood by your guarantee and that was impressive. My refund check came in the mail recently
with a nice letter and 2 guest tour tickets. I was amazed. I am impressed with your customer service and
would definitely give your tour company another try in the future.

facebook.com/washingtontours
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ATTRACTIONS

Edward Miler
Elissa Krumm
Brittany Martin
Lorenzo Deagle
James Washburn
Carla Lahey
James Vanairsdale
Danielle Fahey

st. augustine

Ghosts and Gravestones

The Saint Augustine Ghosts and
Gravestones Family was saddened by the
death of one of its most beloved drivers:
Herman Larry Amerson lovingly known as
“Griz.”
“Griz” started his career at
Old Town Trolleys as a Ghosts and
Gravestones driver in 2008. Big
as a bear with a voice to match,
he was admired and loved by the
entire CAST for his dry wit and kind
heart. In memory of his devotion
to Ghosts and Gravestones, the
#18 Trolley of the Doomed, Griz’s
favorite vehicle to drive, has been
nick named “The Griz.” We miss
him dearly.

From the Educational Desk

The Educational /Charter Department had a phenomenal 20132014 school season. Our Educational team, led by Kathy Burnett
and assisted by Tyna Conkey, did not miss a beat with assisting our
school charter groups with maximizing their Saint Augustine field
trip experience. Thru the combined efforts
of the Educational Department, the Old Jail
Museum, Saint Augustine History Museum,
the Oldest Store Museum Experience and
the daytime Trolleys CASTmembers, a
record-breaking number of students had
the school field trip adventure of a lifetime.
As the new school season draws near,
our CASTmembers look forward to again
creating school memories that will last a
lifetime for our younger guests.

Kathy Burnett and Tyna Conkey of the Charter Group Educational Department

Chris Williams of the Art
Department works diligently to
repair a damaged wax hand

Brianna Serna of the Art Department
makes painstaking repairs to a damaged
Tiger Woods

The Congratulations Corner

Congratulations go out to Don Miller, of Ghost & Gravestones,
and his family on the arrival of their newest family member, Leo
Sebastian Miller. Master Leo arrived on June 27, 2014. Weighing
in at 8lbs10oz, Leo has made quite a hit with his big sister, Tia. We
wish the Miller Family all the best!

Lesa Terry and Asst. Manager Betsy
Nordan working hard checking
in orders and selling lots of great
merchandise!

Seating area for our guests visiting from
the Red Sightseeing Trains

June - July 2014

Inviting walkways guide
our guests through Old Town

John Adams, Thomas Jefferson and
George Washington welcome guests
to Potter’s Wax Museum during
Fourth of July Celebrations. Kudos to
our Art Department for creating this
beautiful set
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vendor spotlight
Colonial Quarter
by Melissa Mezick; Vendor Representative

Greetings from the Nation’s
Oldest City featuring St.
Augustine’s newest attraction,
the Colonial Quarter. Here are
a few words from the Executive
Director, Cindy Stavely:
“All of us here at the Colonial
Quarter love our partnership
with Old Town Trolleys! Our
Colonial Gates shop at Trolley Cindy Stavely, Executive Director of the
Colonial Quarter, with Robyn
Stop #6 is a great spot for
downtown guests to purchase tickets and jump on the trolley, as
well as OTT guests being able to access the Colonial Quarter. As a
former vendor rep for OTT St. Augustine, this relationship keeps me
in the HTA family!”
Take an immersive, captivating journey through centuries of St.
Augustine’s rich history, brought to breathtaking life at the Colonial
Quarter—the revitalized two-acre signature attraction in the heart
of the downtown historic district. Experience the Nation’s Oldest City like never before with a Historical
Adventure Tour that immerses you in the sights, sounds and smells of three centuries. You can also climb
to the top of a 17th century watchtower replica, dine on classic Pub fare and Spanish Tapas and more!
The Colonial Quarter is one of the largest and most captivating St. Augustine attractions in the heart
of downtown for group events and private parties. Located on two historic acres bordering the popular
shopping district of St. George Street and scenic Matanzas Bay, the Colonial Quarter has two restaurants
on-site and an amphitheater under a sweeping live oak with family-style table seating for more than
250 visitors.
The historic De Mesa Sanchez House is also the perfect historic indoor setting for events. Originally
built in the 1740s as a one-room colonial residence for Royal Treasury shore guard Antonio de Mesa, it
has been restored and expanded over the years until the early 19th century. Today, the original home is
the northwest corner of the building.
The Colonial Quarter is a regular host to community and private events, including as a 450th
Commemoration signature site. We can accommodate almost any size group for receptions, cocktail
parties, corporate events and more.

The Colonial Quarter creates
an educational experience for
everyone! A Musket drill with live
firing demonstration, a cannon drill,
blacksmith presentations and a 17th
century watchtower are just to name
a few!

St. Augustine Sign Shop Opens!

Bruce Vanairsdale assists guests with
their purchases at The Saint Augustine
Sign Shop of Old Town
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Our first customer at the Sign Shop was
Austin O’Toole of Georgia. He purchased
an Ande Rooney Railroad sign

Recently renovated Cracker House which became
the home of The Saint Augustine Sign Shop in June

The Nation’s Storyteller

castmember spotlight
Rob Faubion
Safety Officer, St. Augustine Old Jail

Q | Who is the greatest love of your life?
A | The love of my life is my wife Andrea. We just
recently celebrated our eighteenth anniversary in May. I
have been blessed to have such an intelligent, loving, and
independent woman as my wife. She stood by and raised
our two wonderful daughters Ciara and Caitlyn while I
was off defending freedom and democracy around the
world on one of many nuclear fast attack submarines.
She would often go months without a phone call, email,
or any other form of communication and yet she never
complained. She is the best person I know. I love you
Snugs!
Q | What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A | Having served in the United States Navy for twenty
three and a half years. I attained the rank of Chief Petty
Officer, successfully completed fifteen missions vital to
national security of the United States of America, trained
and mentored over 10,000 junior sailors, and somehow
retained my sanity and sense of humor. I had the distinct
honor of traveling to the North Pole in July of 2009
onboard USS Providence SSN 719, and commemorating
the fiftieth anniversary of the first voyage to the pole by
America’s first nuclear submarine the USS Nautilus SSN
571.
Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Scotland. I have been blessed with the opportunity
to go there six times. I enjoy the friendly people, the rich
history of the country, and the fellowship of their local
pubs over a pint or two. I have visited Edinburgh Castle
and had the privilege of watching the Royal Edinburgh
Military Tattoo. Additionally, I have been to Stirling
Castle which commands the landscape for miles around.
Stirling Castle is one of Scotland’s grandest castles and a

wonderful backdrop for some
of Scotland’s most important
history. This castle overlooks
the sites where William
Wallace and Robert the
Bruce defeated the English
in 1297 and 1314 at Stirling
Bridge and Bannockburn. I
intend to return to both England and Scotland in 2016
with my wife for our twentieth wedding anniversary.
Q | Who are your favorite writers?
A | Writers would take more pages than are available
here, but my guilty pleasures are a series of books written
by St Augustine native Steven Berry. These books are
historically accurate and the stories are written in such
a way that the fictitious portions of these stories blend
seamlessly. The hero of these stories is the one and only
Cotton Malone. These include The Templar Legacy
(2006), The Alexandria Link (2007), The Venetian
Betrayal (2007), The Charlemagne Pursuit (2008), The
Paris Vendetta (2009), The Emperor’s Tomb (2010), The
Jefferson Key (2011), The King’s Deception (2013), and
The Lincoln Myth (2014) which will be taking up some
of my spare time in the near future. Additionally, I am
looking forward to reading Return to Masada (2002), The
Faces of Inanna (2011), The StrathNaver Legends (2010),
and Aleister Through the Looking Glass (2010). These
books are written by a man I am proud to call my friend
the one and only Robert G. “Friar Bob” Makin.
Q | What are three things you will always find in my
refrigeerator?
A | Dezzani Italian Muscato Wine for my wife, Hard
Apple Cider for me (preferably my own homebrew
recipe), and Vanilla Ice Cream; because life without ice
cream is simply not worth living.

may

CASTmember Danielle Fahey in front of our newest retail store! Danielle did a great
job helping Dee Capas get the store ready to open.

twitter.com/staugustinetour
facebook.com/staugustinetours

John McGlynn, Conductor
Davey Hairston, Supporting
Ulrich Horstmann,
Historyteller
Marlena Batalla,
Ghost Host
Justin Massey,
Sales Rep
Pam Reed, Golden Pickle

June - July 2014

june

James Ziegler, Conductor
James Gill, Supporting
Ed Miller, Historyteller
Bernadette Vanslette,
Sales Rep
Meghan Crawford,
Ghost Host
Bill Rash, Golden Pickle
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savannah

Happy New Year!
by Charlie Brazil; General Manager

“This will likely be the last Nation’s
Storyteller for Savannah, GA in which
Operations Manager Marcie Larkin and HR/
Payroll Manager Jon Watkins will be doing
the reports for their respective positions/departments.” No, the
Savannah Leadagement team is not falling apart, we are just
changing seats. Jon was named Operations Manager this week,
and Marcie has taken the recently vacated Groups and Charters
Manager position, so the faces will be the same (except for a new
HR/Payroll Manager to be named later) but the jobs will definitely
be different for both of them. I wanted to stress to them my pride
in their decision to take on these new roles and more importantly
convey my sincere appreciation for the jobs they have done in the
roles they are leaving. Old Town Trolley Tours of Savannah is much
the better in the passage of the last six years and their contributions
are certainly a big part of that. Thank you for stewarding this
operation and I look forward to seeing your expertise applied to
other aspects of the operation.
The spring and summer have brought us our usual frenetic
atmosphere, including the 30,000+ months (we’ve had three since
our fiscal year began) and the opportunity to delight the multitude
of guests we are privileged to serve. As mentioned below we were
also able to be host to some of our HTA Nation CAST including
our National Safety Officer Jim Lamberson who, along with the
representative from Liberty Mutual Derek Spain, gave OTT-SAV a

Cindy and Denise admiring the vegetable garden at Paula Deen’s house

ringing endorsement from a safety perspective. We also served as
host to one of our IT friends from the south, Johnny Earls and one
of our favorite “ghosties” the beloved Ryan McCurdy. It was great
to see everyone and thank you for all your help and support!
It is a blessing indeed to be surrounded by such great
CASTmembers both locally and from abroad and I appreciate our
associations more than can be expressed. Here’s hoping everyone
is having a terrific season working with your terrific CAST and
serving our valued guests.

Operations
by Marcy Larkin; Operations Manager

Hey y’all! Hope everyone had a Happy and SAFE 4th Holiday
weekend!! Enjoyed meeting everyone on the Savannah FAM tour
this past week. Can’t say thank you enough to Sandy Smeltzer and
Mindy Shea from Visit Savannah for pulling that event off, it was
AMAZING. There were tour operators from as far as California
here to visit our beautiful city and we had the opportunity to
show them Savannah and Tybee Island the way only Old Town
Trolley Tours does it. Colonel and I had a wonderful time at the
South of Derenne Association (SODA) lunch this week. Our guest
speaker was the Savannah Tourism Department’s leader: Bridget
Lidy. I’ll be attending a reception for Hospice Savannah at Jamey
Espina’s house, catered by Chef Ted Paskevich of Joe’s Homemade
Cafe, just voted “Best Caterer in Savannah” by readers of Connect
Magazine. Also CONGRATULATIONS to Chef Roberto LEOCI for
winning Best Chef by Savannah Morning News readers. Come visit
us soon now, ya hear!
Bridget Lidy of Savannah Tourism with the Colonel at the SODA meeting
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Safety
by Kenny Gresham;
Safety and Training Officer

Greetings from Savannah. June was
the best of times and was the worst of
times. We started the month on a roll; no
accidents or incidents the first two weeks.
I started to believe that we had mastered
the bumper car thing. Jim Lamberson
came into town for our safety audit and
everything was ready. I had poured over Richard runs through one of the stories during evening briefing. Mary, Barbara Sue and Melody all listen intently.
last year’s report a couple of times and
and the worst two days of accident and incident goings on in a
had bugged our maintenance staff and retail sales people to death. long time. Is the glass half full or half empty? One day you’re the
No stone was left unturned.
windshield and the next day you’re the bug and some days you just
Jim began with the vehicle files and found only one minor flaw don’t know.
with that being the correct labeling of a couple of new vehicle files.
All of this during June, National Safety Month. We had a pep
A template was quickly made to use. No big deal. Next came the rally celebrating the upcoming month at our May CAST meeting and
driver files and once again no major flaws. The Liberty accident turned in many entries to the weekly safety drawing. We actually
reports were on my computer in a separate file and not in the produced one winner in week three, Michele Price Applause!
individual accident file. My bad, I was told to put these accident Applause!
reports in the accident file, so I created an accident file on my
computer. I thought I was doing well, but not as directed although
easily corrected.
by Gary Patrick; Ghosts and Gravestones Manager
We were doing so well that nothing could stand in our way not
Greetings again from the Trolley of the Doomed...
even when the refrigeration repair van decided to turn left from the
The Ghosts & Gravestones program is running along nicely in
right lane and into our 15 pass Ford van. Fortunately no injuries but
“The
most haunted city in America”. This time of year is incredibly
our vehicle took a beating. How dare an accident happen while the
busy and we are carrying upwards of 250-300 people a night. Can
National Safety Manager is here!
Regroup. Continue with the audit. Derek Spain is up next. you believe we have fifteen amazing and talented Ghost Hosts and
He’s the consultant from Liberty Mutual. Got to be ready for him. ten Drivers in our cast? We recently had a visit from Ryan McCurdy
Day two done with Jim. One not at fault accident. Not bad. Not and he was able to conduct some workshops with the Ghost Hosts
the desired effect, but something we can live with. I’m home safe and drivers prior to the nightly briefing. Ryan also rode some of the
and sound. Time to rest. And the radio goes off. Safety, “Just had a tours and was able to assist us with fine tuning. Thanks Ryan!
During the busy nights we have experimented with a five loop
lady almost slip as she was disembarking the vehicle on the Ghost
tour
structure. This has allowed us to run fifteen tours a night
Tour”. She didn’t fall, but twisted her knee. She may require medical
attention. Not tonight but surely and carry close to 400 people! A pat on the back for all the Ghost
tomorrow when the Liberty Mutual &Gravestones cast and supervisors for their continued hard work
agent arrives. The guest was OK, and dedication to making this the best ghost tour ever! See you
but did require a checkup the next next time.
day. Damn, two in one day.
Next came the inspection with
by Jim Rafferty; Depot Sales
Derek and it went exceedingly
We are in the midst of season in the dog days of summer. So far
well. Everything checked out fine
we have been having an excellent season. The weather has been
and why not, I had memorized
very warm and humid but our reps have been pushing through it
last year’s report and bugged the
and having great results.
world! Derek gave us a four out of
Most of our depots and hotels received new computers or hard
three grade, and told me that next
drives and a good deal of time was spent replacing those, however
time, he was going to have to look
the reps and concierges really appreciate the new equipment so it
for something to justify his coming
was worth the effort. We added The Comfort Inn and Suites into
here.
the fold in June. This brings us to eight hotels and sixteen concierge.
Jim said the operation did the
Kenny pretending to coach the
Kim Story moved over from The Inn at Ellis Square and Jennifer
Braves at OTT Savannah softball
best ever. The best evaluation ever
Jaeger moved from the sales ranks into the property.
practice

Ghosts and Gravestones

On the Sales Front

June - July 2014
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old town trolley tours of savannah
I would like to welcome some new sales reps to Savannah. Judi
Trahan will be the new concierge at The Inn at Ellis Square, Mark
Sullivan and Malaka Leeks joined the sales force. A welcome
back to Tracy Schoenherr, who will become our concierge fill
in. Congratulations to our April Sales Rep of the Month Wanda
Raimo and our May Sales Rep of the Month Cathy Vaccari.
A big shout out goes to those reps that are out in the heat
and humidity day in and day out and do it with a smile of their
faces and continue to give that great OTT guest service.

Izzy

Proud Owner Charlie Brazil

Human Resources
by Jon Watkins; Human Resources Manager

There are a lot of changes taking place in the HR department
in Savannah. I am moving into the Operations Manager position
and am knee deep in training. I have been the HR/Payroll
Manager for almost six years and really looks forward to making
a valued contribution on the Operations side of the business.
We are currently in the process of recruiting a replacement
HR/Payroll Manager. Joy Stuckey is keeping the things running
smoothly during the interim. Thanks Joy!
We have welcomed a few new CASTmembers since the last
edition of the Storyteller. We are definitely in season and our
recruiting slows down but we are always on the lookout for
great talent. We are glad to see a few new faces. Bo Barthpolf
- Mechanics Helper, Adam Blankenship – Mechanic, Ellis Cook
and Priscilla Mills – Ghost Conductors, Judi Trahan – Hotel
Concierge, Tracy Schoenherr – Hotel Concierge.
We had a few of our usual great CASTmeetings recently. In May
we met at the Louisville Road car barn and took an abbreviated
version of the revised Ghost tour. It was really great to get our
CAST exposure to the improved Ghosts and Gravestones tour
product and everyone had a good time. In June we met at the
new Savannah Roasters on Liberty Street.

Maintenance
by Bruce Smith; Maintenance Manager

We are now in the middle of our busy season, the trolleys
are running well with very little issues. We are proud of our
mechanics in the shop for keeping our fleet in good condition
and there attention to detail spotting potential problems and
correcting them quickly, keeping them safe and in good running
condition. Good job!!!
We are looking forward to receiving our new trolleys this
season; they will be converted to propane before they arrive,
that will speed up our time getting them ready for the loop.
It will be nice to have more new faces to look at out in the lot.
Jim Lamberson, our National Safety officer was in Savannah
for his annual audit and insurance inspection, always good to see
Jim, even better when there is a good report that follows. Thanks
Jim, see ya next year. Were just going to keep on plugging away
through the heat of the season and look forward to the cool
down. Have a safe season!
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Holden Brazil and Izzy hanging out!

This is Izzy, she is a short haired “tiger” cat who’s just
over a year old. She was brought in to the Brazil household
as a last ditch effort by the patriarch of this brood to avoid
the additional responsibility of a dog, which was being heavily
lobbied by the other contingents that make up our unit. She
has quickly endeared herself to all including the matriarch
of our family who swore she’d never like any felines but now
grudgingly admits that she likes “this one, but only because she
is more like a dog than a cat.” With all due respect to my lovely
bride (and knowing in advance that I am absolutely wrong)
Izzy is all cat, but she fits in well with the insanity inherent
in our life as she is absolutely nuts. She is prone to tearing
all over the house howling at nothing, and planning stealth
attacks when you walk by “her chair” in the living room. She
also likes to constantly go in and out of our screen room (gotta
get a pet door) because she cannot stand the idea that she is
missing anything going on in either area (inside or out). She
will not eat out of her food plate if there is any of the bottom
of same showing and will meow at you piteously until you add
food. As you can see by the attached picture, she has grown
very close to our son Holden, probably due to
the gentle love he ceaselessly heaps upon her
(exemplified perfectly in the photo- doesn’t
she look thrilled???). All in all, she is a
welcome addition to the Brazil family and I
am thankful that I still have the best dog a
man could ask for, neighbors dogs….

may

Dennis Pelligrino,
Conductor
Cathy Vaccari, Sales Rep.
Eric Coney, Supporting
Barbara Sue Crane,
Ghosts and Gravestones

The Nation’s Storyteller

june

Will Haeglin, Conductor
Jane Erksine, Sales Rep.
Craig Armstrong Supporting
Melody South,
Ghosts and Gravestones

castmember
of the month

vendor
spotlight
Cool Savannah
Tours and Gifts

Rich Montaudo
Head Conductor; Savannah

background

I was born in Huntington, WV. I
am a proud military vet. I spent my
time before Old Town Trolley in the
EMS field, either on an ambulance
or in the 911 call center. I met my
beautiful wife Renee, when she was a
student of mine in an Advanced BTLS
for Health Care professionals class I
was teaching. We have two great kids,
Austin a sophomore at Armstrong
State U and Madison a junior in H.S.

by Robert “The Colonel” Hunter;
Vendor Sales Manager

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness?
A | Riding Bobbi Sue (my Harley Road King Classic)
with my wife, destination unknown.
Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | Failure as a husband and father….. failure in
general.
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | To play a musical instrument.
Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | Simple my Harley Davidson Road King Classic.
Q | What three things will you always find in my
refrigerator?
A | Eggs, milk and habanero hot sauces.

Cool Savannah Tours and Gifts
is under new ownership! Brenda
and Mike Scarpati are so excited
to be in beautiful Savannah (and
away from those harsh Michigan
winters). Dan Bechard (pictured
here with Brenda) has also made
the move and will be managing
the store. Now as empty-nesters
and after extensive moving over
the past 30 years, Brenda and
Mike are looking forward to
calling Savannah home. Dan has
thrown out his packing boxes
and says he’s never leaving!

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
june

Frank Barevich, 11 years
Petya Kostadinova, 4 years
Aundre Lark, 4 years
Edward Pulkinen, 1 year

human resourse news
CASTmember
Self Service on myPaychex.com

retail

Tana Walker, 5 years
Megan Jerome, 2 years

Now Available!

You can now make personal changes from the privacy of your
own computer without paperwork!

It’s Easy!

1. Log in to your mypaychex.com account
2. Select the correct tab for changes you wish to make
3. Follow the directions on the screen
Changes you may make are:
Tax Status
Under the Compensation Tab, select Tax Status.
Address Changes
Under the Personal Information Tab, select Home Information.
Emergency Contacts
Under the Personal Information Tab, select Emergency Contacts.
Stay tuned for more exciting self-service options to come!

Adam Blankenship
Ellis Cook
Judith Trahan
John Sullivan
Malaka Leeks
Tracey Schoenherr
retail division
Heather Lee
Whitney Threatt
Rebekkah Gibbons

June - July 2014

july

Charles Brazil, 17 years
Palma Hannel, 8 years
Michael Deich, 7 years
Sally Kruger, 5 years
Jaimee Drayton, 5 years
Claude Fleeman Jr., 5 years
Wanda Raimo, 5 years
Bruce Smith, 4 years
James Rafferty, 3 years
Anthony Hall, 3 years
Gideon Rosenberg, 1 year

twitter.com/savannahtours
facebook.com/savannahtours
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Top Row L to R:
John Savage, Frank Cleaver, Walt Meyer, Tracy Ibarreta, Karina Wright,
Karen Roth, David LaVigne, Jerry Coulson.
Bottom Row R to L:
Jim Merten, George Adams, Darrell McNurlan, Robin Kedward, Mark Keeler,
Bob Murphy, Jim Murphy, Charlie Chittim, Jim Saffer.

san diego

Bella Joins our Fleet!
by Erica Frost; Charters and Group Sales

Introducing “Bella”, our second wedding
trolley we’ve added to our fleet, joining
our other wedding trolley “Felicity”. Our
wedding business has been growing yearover-year at about 15% above last year’s numbers. During the peak
wedding months between April-September, our wedding trolley
“Felicity” is often booked, sometimes up to a year in advance. We
have missed out on additional wedding transportation business due
to the lack of our special wedding trolleys. “Bella”, was originally
one of our red Balboa Park shuttle trolleys that provided free service
by the City of San Diego. The City purchased their own trams for the
park shuttle service resulting in three extras trolleys for us. With
the wedding peak season fast approaching, our maintenance crew
worked feverishly transforming the red trolley into our new pristine
“Bella”. With just days away from “Bella’s” first wedding, she was
christened “Bella”.

Welcome Aboard!
by Mark Keeler; Head SEAL

This year we hired two new captains and four new 1st Mates.
Joining our SEAL Team #14 are Captain Charlie Chittim and Captain
Jim Merten along with 1st Mate Tracy Ibaretta, Walt Meyer, Karen
(Kentucky) Roth and Karina (Kansas) Wright. We welcome them
and wish them well.
After undergoing the Navy’s
bay shuffle of moving the Marine
Mammal Training facility to the
northern end of the bay, the
Bait Receivers have returned to
their original spot on our tour
and the Sea Lions have chosen to
return as well. So, all is right with

Head SEAL Mark Keeler and
anchorwoman Alicia Summers
enjoying a day out on the bay with the
San Diego SEAL Tours.

Rod LaBranche on the KUSI Morning
Show promoting the La Jolla-Mission
Beach Tour
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The Trolley and SEAL CAST monthly
meeting was held at the San Diego
Natural History Museum featuring their
newest exhibit; REAL PIRATES. The CAST
enjoyed a quick meeting, breakfast and
view of the exciting new pirate exhibit.

Congratulations to our newly certified drivers recognized at our monthly
meeting. The training consists of 6-7 weeks of safety training, CA CDL training,
route training, script training and then certification to be an Old Town Trolley
Tour driver.
Left to right: Safety Officer and Trainer Bob Ross, Conductors Patricia
Vanderwerff, Anthony Sanfratello, Shaela Parrott, William Price, Patrick Nettles,
Robert Miller, John Lindsey and GM David Thornton

the world in San Diego Bay and
peace has come over the waters
again. The Navy will continue
their refurbishment of the Naval
Refueling Pier after the Least Terns
have fledged their chicks which
will probably be after Labor Day.
Captain Mark Keeler was
featured on CBS Channel 8
Morning News promoting the
Home Town Pass and inviting
locals to ride the Trolley and SEAL
for free with a paying adult guest.

Sales Rep, Ross Burns, at our booth
for the Coronado Navy bridge race
promoting our Hometown Pass
program where San Diegans ride for
free with one other paid adult guest.
Old Town Trolley supported the race
event with shuttle service.

Top Sales Reps
Nationwide in San Diego
by Tyler Grubenhoff; Ticket Depot Sales Manager

Boy am I one lucky guy!
There were ten sales reps
nationwide that sold more than
a half a million dollars and I
had three of them on my team.
Not only were they on the list,
they were the top three sellers.
The happy winners of the Historic
Karen DeHaan was the number
Tours of America, Half Million dollar
one seller in the nation and club; three of the top 10 sales reps of
the company. picture; Pictured Barbie
Barbie Harrell came in second Harrell, David Mahl, Karen DeHaan and
place. They are in a league of Depot Sales Manager Tyler Grubenhoff
their own because they sold more than Three Quarters of a Million
Dollars. Great job! David Mahl was third in the nation and he sold
more than a Half a Million Dollars. This is the second year in a row
where Barbie and David made it into the prestigious “Half a Million
Dollar Club”. Great job and congratulations to all three of you!

The Nation’s Storyteller

New and Returning Sales Reps and Valets
on Board for the Summer Season!

Jessica Savage, who will be a Sophomore this fall at Northern
Arizona University where she is studying Engineering, was hired on
as a part time sales rep. Zach Ohara was also hired on as a part
time sales rep. He will be returning to Tufts University in the fall as a
Sophomore and is majoring in Economics.
Katherine Brecka is joining our team as a valet to help manage
large crowds at Seaport Village. After many years in New York City,
she is happy to be back home in San Diego. Victoria Ortiz will be
helping us out as a valet at our Harbor stop. She is currently a Junior
at Southwestern Community College studying Performing Arts.
We have a couple of familiar faces joining us as valets as well.
Peter Corcoran, a former sales rep and a valet last summer, will be
helping us out in Balboa Park. Kathy Anderson, a former driver, is
joining our team as a valet in Balboa Park as well.

LGBT Pride Parade
by Erica Frost; Charters and Group Sales

On Saturday, July 19, Old Town Trolley Tours of San Diego
participated again in the annual San Diego LGBT Pride Parade,
celebrating its 40th anniversary! The Trolley, SEAL and Felicity
all participated in the parade; an orange and green Trolley for
the First Unitarian Church, another orange and green Trolley
for FOG (Fellowship of Older Gays), the wedding Trolley for the
Uptown News publication, the Hillcrest shuttle Trolley for Uptown
Community Parking District and the SEAL hydra-terra for the Human
Dignity Foundation.
This parade is the 5th largest in the United States attracting over
300,000 cheering spectators! This year’s theme was Reflections of
Pride.

Welcome on board to our new seasonal “CAST” pictured Peter Corcoran, Kathy
Anderson, Zach Ohara, Katherine Brecka and Jessica Savage.

you will have. In too many instances the
driver in an accident never saw the other
vehicle until it hit them or they hit it and
had no idea of where the other vehicle
came from. Practice the Decision Driving
Principle of Sizing Up The Whole Scene.
Scan for bicyclists, pedestrians, traffic
congestion, erratic drivers, and changing
road conditions. That includes scanning
your properly adjusted mirrors every
few seconds. Using these techniques
will enable you to react to most traffic
situations with enough time and space to
maneuver safely.

Trolley valet David “Chef”
Aptaker, kneels along
with the new trolley guest
boarding lane. Chef came
up with the idea to help with
crowd control and it works
beautifully. Well done Chef!

Defensive Driving is Safety
by Bob Ross, Safety Officer

Part of being a good defensive driver is maintaining an awareness
of everything that is going on all around you, what I call “situational
awareness”. Sometimes as we drive the same routes day after day
Rod LaBranche recently attended the NAJ Summit East in New York City. He met
we develop a sort of “tunnel vision” where we only see what is
with many Receptive Tour Operators and made sales calls to GTA, New World
Travel and Expedia. Katie Bautis of Expedia is photoed with him on the left and
right in front of us and do not recognize hazards developing either
Riki Suzuki of the San Diego Tourism Authority is on the right.
behind or to the side. If
we look at a situation but
do not see it or recognize
the hazard potential
it can quickly become
an accident or require
emergency action to
prevent one. The sooner
you see and recognize a
hazard the more time you Old Town Trolley supported
the Chamber of Commerce
will have to formulate a and set up the Stars & Stripes Old Town Trolley Tours Conductor Jon Laws (pictured all the way to the right) is posing with friends
up and down the streets
from the Distinguished Flying Cross Society and the Pearl Harbor Survivors Association for the
plan and the more options flags
of Old Town for Flag Day.
annual Coronado 4th of July parade.
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Zachary Ohara
Jessica Savage
Victoria Ortiz

seals

Tracy Ibarreta
Walter Meyer
Karen Roth
Karina Wright

Nancy Nuhaily enjoying a Trolley night at the
Padre’s game. The Padre’s went on to win
4-3 against Seattle.

Susan Arter and Susan Walter, from the San
Diego Natural History Museum, complete
finishing cleanup touches to the Casa de
Aguirre museum. The museum, housed at
the Old Town Market, has exhibits from the
archeological excavation completion at the
site during construction.

City Council President Todd Gloria meets with constituents of his district at
the Old Town Market. Approximately 40 people arrived to hear Todd give an
overview of the newly passed city budget and fielded questions concerning the
minimum hourly rate city council proposal, water rationing and the Old Town
Juan Street road repair project.

San Diego Maintenance is the Best!

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
june

John Savage, 16 years
Larry Usall, 14 years
Isaias Velazquez, 11 years
William Fox, 7 years
James Fraley Jr., 7 years
Reyes Avalos, 4 years
Karen Dehaan, 2 years
Samantha Forsythe, 1 year
Tyler Grubenhoff, 1 year
Ross Burns, 1 year

retail

Martin Baez, 2 years
The maintenance team works on Bella.

The maintenance team taking some well-earned down time after completing
the finishing touches on our new wedding trolley, Bella. The maintenance team
enjoyed a surprise guest entertainment act and then lunch at their favorite place,
Phil’s BBQ.

may

Jack Vernon, Conductor
Barbie Harrell, Sales Rep.
Jerry Coulson, SEAL

june

Old Town Trolley’s Hillcrest shuttle
service just completed a makeover
and new marketing campaign. The
service, funded by the Hillcrest Uptown
Community Parking District, provides
FREE shuttle service Friday and
Saturday evenings in the core Hillcrest
district and Sunday mornings for the
Farmer’s Market
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Captain Courageous Duck is on line
after extensive work to repower the
propulsion drive line and stern steering.
Originally located at our Key West
operation, Captain Courageous Duck
was transported to San Diego and after
a refurbishing, has joined our fleet of
hydra-terra vehicles and tours.

Saul Alba working on Bella.

The Nation’s Storyteller

Philip Fondaw, Conductor
Barbie Harrell, Sales Rep.
Capt. Bob Murphy, SEAL
Entire Maintenance Crew,
Supporting

vendor spotlight
La Valencia Hotel
La Jolla

by Rod LaBranche; Director of Travel Industry Sales

This month I would
like to spotlight the staff
of the newly restored and
renovated jewel of La Jolla –
La Valencia Hotel or as many
affectionately call it “La V”.
La Valencia has been hosting
royalty, celebrities and guests
since 1926. The owners just
finished a 2-year, 10 Million
dollar restoration and reimaging of the beautiful
pink Mediterranean-inspired
hotel overlooking the Pacific
Ocean. Nancy Hirsch is the
Chief Concierge at the hotel
and has been a Concierge

for over 25 years. She was
one of the original founders
of the San Diego Concierge
Association, has been past
Vice President of the SDCA
and has been voted Concierge
of the Year. Prior to La
Nancy Hirsh, Chief Concierge
and Mark Dibella, Managing Director
Valencia, Nancy worked at
the L’Auberge Del Mar and
the Sheraton Carlsbad. She is also a member of Les Clefs d’Or
USA. Mark Dibella is the Managing Director and he and Nancy
have been great supporters of Old Town Trolley Tours for decades.
Nancy has recently been selling our new La Jolla – Mission Beach
Tour to many of her guests. I want to thank the entire staff at La
Valencia for their continued support and wish them well on their
newly “polished” Jewel.

castmember spotlight

David Mahl

Sales Rep; Old Town Trolley Tours
background
I was born in the heartland of
Des Moines, Iowa, but then moved
to the hot deserts of Arizona – and
I deplore the heat. I went on a
high school vacation to San Diego
and I fell in love. After graduation
I decided to move to San Diego
to enjoy the sun and beautiful
beaches. I love being outdoors,
working in the garden, and being
in nature. That’s probably why my
hobbies include planting gardens
and restoring things that people
have thrown away. You know
what they say, “One man’s trash is
another man’s treasure”.
I’ve always been connected to
Old Town State Park in one way or

another. I remember always seeing one particular conductor smiling
and ringing the bell as he drove by (Harold Dozier our current Head
Conductor) and thought it might be fun working there. One day I saw
an ad that they were hiring so I applied. Fifteen years later I’m still here
selling tickets and delighting guests in San Diego’s beautiful sunshine.

Q | If you could choose one reality TV show to be on what
would it be?
A | The Amazing Race because I love the chase and the
possibility of winning.
Q | Which talent would you most like to have?
A | I would love to be a talented chef.
Q | Who is your favorite hero of fiction?
A | Batman for his strength and darkness.
Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | My gift of imagination and creativity. “Creative people
have the spirit of hope and the gift of striving.”
Q | What is your favorite vacation spot?
A | Anywhere in the Pacific Northwest where it rains. I love
the rain.

facebook.com/sandiegotours

facebook.com/sealtours

twitter.com/sandiegotour

twitter.com/sealtours
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key west

Key West Rugby team and the HMS Argyll Rugby team

Justin Bahl on the rugby field

British Navy Ship HMS Argyll in the rugby tournament

his team, even though none of the rest of us had any idea what was
going on! Let’s just say it isn’t good old fashioned football!

Giving Back
by Linda Test; Key West General Manager

In Key West, HTA is the largest non-governmental employer. As
such, we support our community in time, money, and transportation.
In June, we had three big events that we were able to sponsor.
Key West is known for its One Human Family concept. We
embrace people from all walks of life, from all over the world, and
welcome them into our unique little island. Key West Pride is
held every June, hosted by the Key West Business Guild. HTA is a
proud supporter of community events, and our annual Pride parade
always features an Old Town Trolley. Decorated out in bright colors,
our Trolley and CAST show their pride.
In June, the Conch Tour Train provided charters for Little Pink
Houses of Hope. The mission of the organization is to promote
breast cancer recovery by offering opportunities to reconnect and
celebrate life through week-long beach retreats for the entire family.
The disease and treatment can be very disruptive to families, and
we are proud to have the chance to help families recover.
At the end of June, Hard Rock Café partnered with the Rotary
Club of Key West to raise money for the Rotary Scholarship fund.
Over 400 people attended, with Old Town Trolley providing
transportation. They raised over $12K for scholarships.
And sometimes, it is just for fun. When the British Navy ship
HMS Argyll was in port in Key West, their Rugby team challenged the
Key West team. Our own Depot Sales Manager, Justin Bahl, helped
facilitate the transportation. We turned out to support Justin and
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June 25th, National Safety Day
by April Roskovensky; Safety Officer

This year HTA combined forces to provide an amazing National
Safety Day Bar-B-Q for all the HTA cast here in Key West. Old Town
Trolley Key West, The Conch Tour Train, Tropical Shell and Gifts and
the Shipwreck Museum worked together to provide quite the feast.
There was delicious smoked pork, hamburgers, hot dogs, brownies,
chips and watermelon! We invited all CAST on the island to attend,
including those at the HTA corporate offices. We also delivered food
around the island to folks at booths, shops and locations that could
not make it downtown to Mallory for the festivities. It was a great
way to show our CAST we care about them AND their safety. I hope
this can become an annual joint event to celebrate national safety
day here in Key West. Great job team!!

Greetings!
by David Galvan; Operations Manager

Warm and sunny greetings from Key West and the OTT CAST.
We have gotten off to a great summer and are gearing up for the
upcoming high season.
We would like to welcome two new CASTmembers who have
joined us as OTT Drivers, they are Kurt Brandt and Zachary Brown.
We are very happy to have them both. Welcome to the team!

The Nation’s Storyteller

Key West continues
to be a strong destination
for both US travelers
as well as International
guests. Key West leads
Florida destinations in
hotel occupancy and
average daily rates. We
Kurt Brandt
Zachary Brown
are also seeing increased
ridership from cruise ship guests. More people vacationing here,
spending a little more here and more visiting on ships, equal great
opportunities for us to help them make great vacation memories.
Hope everyone has a great summer!

HTA = Happy To Assist
by Andy Kirby; Excursion Liaison Sales Manager

The first decision of every day is one of the most important
decisions of your whole day. Do you want to be happy or sad? As
your feet hit that floor take them running with a smile and a brain
and plan on using both for the day. Being in the tourism business
we need to think like a tourist and look at our products through an
entirely different set of lenses. We are open year round in all kinds of
weather; convenience for our guests should be our aim. We should
make things easier for our guests. We should always wear a friendly
smile and use catch phrases to get our guests’ attention for wanting
more. We should have a professional neat appearance, and never
comment on operating or personal problems. Give the personal
touch making a good impression of yourself but also of the company.
Try to use the guest’s name whenever possible, this helps by making
it personal. Know the answers to the questions guests ask, if you
don’t know find the answer. Nothing is worse than sending guests
in circles. Understand that you want to be a part of the solution and
not part of the problem. Take your role as a CASTmember seriously.
Remember we create fun for our guests, and for ourselves. You will be
more productive when you are having fun with what you do to make
a living. Bill Gates of Microsoft said, ”Your most unhappy customers
are your greatest source of learning.” That includes rededicating
ourselves to solving customer problems. The top characteristics of
companies with great service resolve questions and problems. They
have knowledge of the products
and service they represent.
People in life always
remember the level of service
they were given. That is what
june
branding our product and
Luis Cabrera, 26 years
drives people to tell their
Laurie Skinner, 4 years
Kristy Zabosky, 3 years
experience with HTA
Phillip Baucom, 2 years
products. Which drives
Steven LaBounty, 2 years
repeat and new businesses
Ramon Richardson 1 year
our way. When it comes to our

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY

guests always be ready to be
“HTA = HAPPY TO ASSIST”.
- Enjoy your next Sunset

castmember
spotlight
Rodney Buster
Mechanic; Key West

background

Had someone told me 40 years
ago that I would be doing what I
am doing today, I would have said
they were nuts! Well, it happened.
I graduated high school, got married
to my high school sweetheart,
joined the military, had two
wonderful children, watched them
grow, and retired from the military.
Now what? Let’s do what everyone
wants to do. I bought a truck (bad
choice.) After six years struggling in
the trucking industry, it was time for a change. Thus begins a new
journey. A job came open at Moody AFB in Valdosta, GA in 2002
as an aircraft mechanic. I applied for it and got the job. After 3 years
of being fat and happy, all good things came to an end. Word got
out that the Navy was starting an adversary program in Key West.
Leaving Valdosta to work in Key West was not in the grand scheme
that we had planned, but in 2005, we moved and I got back into the
groove of fixing aircraft. One day, I picked up the newspaper and
saw an ad for a mechanic’s helper at OTT. When I arrived at the
Trolley Barn, a tow truck was backing in a broken trolley. Richard
was giving directions to the driver, Jason was digging through tools.
That was 2006, and Richard, Jason, and I still work together. Would
I change anything? Nope.

Q | What is your idea of perfect happiness?
A | 40 acres in South Georgia, with three houses: 1 for
my family, 1 for my son’s family, and 1 for my daughter’s
family.
Q | Which living person do you most admire?
A | W-43
Q | What is your greatest fear?
A | That my grandson will not know the country I grew
up in.
Q | What or who is the greatest love of your life?
A | My wife of 38 years.
Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | My grandfather’s pocket watch.
Q | What is your favorite occupation?
A | Fighter jet mechanic.
Q | What 3 things will you always find in my
refrigerator?
A | Hot Sauce, Catsup, Lemons

july

Marta Wolney, 5 years
John Giambalvo, 2 years
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Key west vendor spotlight

Marriott Beachside Resort
by Cheryl Actor; Director of Account Sales

The Key West Marriott Beachside Hotel
opened in September 2007 with great
fanfare. It had been some time since a new
hotel had been built Gulf-side at the entrance
to Key West. It does not disappoint.
The feeling upon entering the Grand Lobby is one of space
and sophistication combined with the cool feel of the tropics.
This balance of contemporary elegance and relaxed comfort is a
prelude to the guest suites. All are spacious, lovely and luxurious,
but not ostentatious.
The large free-form, waterfront pool is lined with comfortable
lounging chairs and surrounded by tropical landscaping. For those
who prefer a bit more seclusion and shade, private cabanas are a
pleasant amenity. At one end of the pool is a view of the Gulf; at
the other is the Blue Bar, a popular casual gathering spot for guests.
You could spend the whole day lounging by the pool enjoying the
breeze coming off the Gulf, the delicious food and drinks from Blue
Bar, and the congenial atmosphere.
Tavern N Town, the hotel’s full service restaurant, is located
at the end of the Grand Lobby. It reflects the same cool, casual
sophistication found throughout the hotel. The warm and
welcoming atmosphere, the delicious food, prepared by one of
the island’s premier chefs, and the nightly entertainment by local
favorites, make for a great evening.
As much as one might like to spend their entire vacation in
Beachside’s resort environment, it is, after all, located in Key
West, which has so much to see and do. Guiding the guests to all
the right things are Joe Mather and Toni Tarrancino, the resort’s
knowledgeable concierges.
Joe’s expertise comes from having lived in Key West for 25
years, with several of those spent as an Old Town Trolley driver.

His
trolley
experience not
only
enhanced
his
knowledge
of the island, it
also made him
enjoy talking with
ease to his guests
about our little
island paradise.
This, as we all
know, is what our
trolley
drivers
love to do!
If Toni’s name
Toni and Joe from Marriott Beachside
sounds familiar, it
should. She is the daughter of legendary Captain Tony, one of Key
West’s most colorful characters. Toni was born and raised in Key
West and, as far back as her memory reaches, has been working
with visitors to her island home. Being Capt. Tony’s daughter
made her that way. At the age of two, he had her passing out
brochures for his latest tourism endeavor! She loves people and
feels lucky to have the opportunity to show off her island to guests
from all over the world.
Joe and Toni have been the concierges at Beachside since the
day it opened. Their longevity is a testament to the wonderful
relationship they develop with their guests, as well as to the value
placed on guest service by the hotel. We appreciate them for
recommending the Old Town Trolley tour and the Conch Train tour
to their guests, which they do on a daily basis.

Charter shoutout!
Nadene Orr , We’ve Got the Keys!

The Key West Charter department
would like to give a warm welcome to
Nadene Orr’s newest arrival, Meredith
Ruth Orr. Meredith was born on
6/18/14 at 12:30pm to Nadene and
Trevor Orr. She weighed 7.2 pounds
and was 19.5 inches long.
Nadene is the owner of We’ve Got the
Keys and has been one of our most
outstanding vendors for over ten years.
We can’t wait to see Meredith behind
the desk helping mom book some
charters in the future.
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conch tour train
Summer is Here
by Eva Conaway; Operations Manager

This time of the year we are
carrying more families because
school is out.
This is also the time of year
to take another train apart for
restoration including the engine.
This time it is train 108’s turn.
One of our train tour guides
Gail Block had someone from
Trip Advisor on her train tour.
Job well done Gail on receiving a
When the tour was over they
TripAdvisor excellence pin
went up to Gail and gave her a Trip Advisor
Excellence pin. They told her she gave an
excellent tour. They have pins with them
and if they find someone doing an excellent
job they give them the pin. Congratulations
Gail and keep up the good work!
I would like to thank Andy Kirby and
Kevin Delahanty (our Cruise Ship Liaisons) and Justin Bahl our (HTA
Depot Sales Manager). We are having another great year! I hope
everyone has a great summer.

Making Memories
by Justin Bahl; Depot Sales Manager

It’s easy to forget sometimes
what it is that we do and how
much of an impact we have on
the guests we entertain. When
people hop on our tours and
take part in our attractions, they
are making memories. Not just
memories of a great vacation,
but they are making memories of
the past as well. Their historical
memory of the past undergoes
changes, knowingly or not, and
in turn ever so slightly changes
them as a person and how they
Victoria is the host at the Conch Train. think and live in their own lives
henceforth. Sounds dramatic, yes, but it couldn’t be truer. It’s
history that has the ability to honor, inspire, and move people
through the memory of the past. Mass-tourism provides one of the
most important contexts in which popular and official narratives
of history are shaped and shared, influencing the memory and
molding the mindsets of future generations yet to come…deep
stuff! As the Nation’s Storyteller, I ask everyone to remember
again what it is that we do and how much of an impression we
potentially leave in peoples’ lives. Take pride in sharing your city’s
history and in the honor we all have in entertaining and educating

our guests…and always remember, we’re
not just selling tickets and giving tours;
we’re making memories.

Cruise Ship World
by Kevin Delahanty; Cruise Ship Liason

Here we are in the heart of summer. The
cruise ship schedules are less frequent. We
go from 30-40 ships per month down to 1416. Although the ships are slower the sales
and ridership are up from last year. With the
slower times this gives us the opportunity to
do some additional training. I want to thank
all the sales reps that work out at the ships.
Invite to the Hard Rock
Combined with their hard work we increase
Re-Grand Opening
sales. I look forward to keep the sales for the
Event.
summer on the front burner. The Multi-Language Tour and Spanish
Tour are beginning to increase. We are able to provide sales for
ticket booths as well as ships. Disney is going to start providing
tours.

Goodbye

by Marty Shoeneman; Head Driver

It is the beginning of Summer a time, here at the Conch Tour
Train, when we say goodbye to some of our drivers. It is this time
of year that some of the drivers move on, temporarily, to other
locations to drive during their high season and others just take
extended vacations. It is also a time when we welcome aboard new
drivers. This year we were lucky to have two of the new drivers
transfer over to us from within the HTA family. Michael Pallansch
came to the Conch Tour Train by way of the Shipwreck Treasure
Museum, where he played a lumper for six months. Joshua
Thurston had previously been with the Old Town Trolley, here in
Key West, but joined the Conch Tour Train after seven months of
driving a trolley. Thomas Stickney is a new hire with the train. He
has ancestral roots here in Key West that date back to an 1834
shipwreck that brought his relative, Joseph Stickney to the island.
Welcome aboard to our new CASTmembers.

June - July 2014
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Keith Valdez
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PRIDE Celebrations!

castmember
spotlight
Joshua Thurston

Group Sales, Key West Operations

CASTmembers ride on the trolley during PRIDE parade.

Geoff, Aaron and Pam
Laurie and Grace during the Pride
celebrations

background

HAPPY
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june

Linda Test, 15 years
Davey Roland, 10 years
Keith Valdez, 4 years
Andrew Kirby, 4 years
Taylor Sanderson, 2 years
Robert McGregor, 1 year
Jessica Staats, 1 years

july

conch tour train
Kendall Galvan
John Skorich

Glenn Evans, 12 years
Joseph Hilts, 8 years
Robert McCall, 6 years
Carol King, 1 year
Mark Drais, 1 year
Todd Borland, 1 year

twitter.com/conchtourtrain
facebook.com/conchtrain
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Josh is originally from Mechanicsville, VA. After attending
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in Dayton Beach, he set
out on an airline career, working for Spirit Airlines, Air France, and
Delta. Following September 11th, Josh began working for Norfolk
Southern Railway in various capacities before finding his way to Key
West. Today Josh serves as an Engineer for the Conch Tour Train.
In his spare time, Josh is an avid bagpiper He has had the
opportunity to compete in some of the the best bands on the east
coast. Together with his wife, Heidi, and their boxer, they enjoy
calling the Keys home.

Q | What do you consider your greatest achievement?
A | Winning the John Harris Scholarship. This award
allowed me to attend the week-long piping school that
was put on by the National Piping Center in Glasgow,
Scotland. There, I received instruction from some of
the best pipers in the world.
Q | What is your most treasured possession?
A | Henderson Bagpipes!
Q | Who is your favorite hero of fiction?
A | Severus Snape

The Nation’s Storyteller

12th Annual Truman Legacy Symposium at the Little White House

Truman’s Nuclear Legacy
by Yvette Wolff; Operations Manager

History Speaking: with their Chilling, Poignant and Haunting Stories
Setsuko Thurlow and Yasuaki Yamashita, who
survived the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
in August 1945, gave a public program on their
experiences, May 18, 2014 at the Truman Little
White House. Clifton Truman Daniel, President
Harry S. Truman’s oldest grandson, joined them
for the presentation.
The event, Hiroshima and Nagasaki: Harry
Truman’s Grandson and A Bomb Survivors Discuss
Nuclear Weapons and What They Mean Today,
was held in concert with the annual Truman
Legacy Symposium at the Little White House and
the Marriott Beachside. This year’s symposium,
the 12th, focuses on the decision to use nuclear
weapons against Japan during World War II and
America’s nuclear legacy.
Mrs. Thurlow was 13 at the time of the Hiroshima bombing and
had just finished training to operate military code machines. She and
29 schoolmates were trapped in the rubble of an army administration
building. Only Mrs. Thurlow and two classmates escaped. She is
the recipient of the Order of Canada for her lifetime of work on
disarmament. Mr. Yamashita, who was six when the bomb destroyed
Nagasaki, is an artist and ceramicist living in Mexico. As a young
man, he not only suffered from radiation sickness, but also worked
in an Atomic Bomb Casualty Commission (ABCC) hospital where his
duties included helping carry away the bodies of people his own age
who were dying from the after effects of the bomb. Mr. Daniel, a
writer, has been working with Mrs. Thurlow, Mr. Yamashita and other
survivors since 2011, speaking to students in New York City schools.

Setsuko Thurlow, Yasuaki Yamashita, and Clifton Truman Saniel

These brave souls witnessed the horrors of nuclear holocaust and see
it as their life mission to warn the world. To warn a world that even
today has thousands of nuclear warheads ready to go off. We would
and should learn from history. And as they told it, it wasn’t who was
to blame, Japan or America – the fact is we cannot afford another
nuclear holocaust.
The program was sponsored by the Truman Little White House
and by Hibakusha Stories and an initiative of Youth Arts New York that
has reached 20,000 New York City high school students over the last
six years. The 90-minute event on May 18 included an introduction
by disarmament expert Kathleen Sullivan, Ph.D., testimony from Mrs.
Thurlow and Mr. Yamashita and time for questions and answers. Dr.
Sullivan is a disarmament educator, consultant to the United Nations
Office for Disarmament Affairs and developer of the disarmament
education web portal for the United Nations Cyberschoolbus
website. She is the producer of the films The Last Atomic Bomb and
The Ultimate Wish: Ending the Nuclear Age.

Executuve Director, Bob Wolz receiveing 1000 paper cranes as a sign for peace.
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Congratulations!
Tania Alpizar

HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
june

HTA CASTmember Eddie Goldstein, who
plays “Barnabas” for Key West’s Ghosts &
Gravestones, recently received the 2014
award from the Key West Writers’ Guild in
conjunction with the Keys Council for the Arts.
Eddie, who has spent many years working on
his detective novel “Counterfoot”, said that
“The only thing harder than starting to write
a book is finishing it” and added that the cash
prize would be a “phenomenal motivating
force” to complete the project. Eddie’s
storytelling talents are put to great use on
the Ghosts & Gravestones Tour recounting
tales of Key West’s dark, mysterious and
sometimes violent past. “Barnabas” tended
bar on the waterfront at the notorious Red
Doors Saloon– better known as the “Bucket
of Blood” - where a murder a night (including
the one that took Barnabas’ life!) was
business as usual. Be sure to take the Ghosts
& Gravestones Tour next time you are visiting
Key West and meet the infamous Robert the
Doll. If you’re lucky, you might even meet
“Barnabas” too!

Mr. and Mrs. Kolman shared a very
intimate moment with us after their
wedding ceremony. They were
very pleased with out services.
Congratulations!

shipwreck treasures
Thomas Lockyear II

aquarium
Charles Grayson

Proud Owners: Lisa Chubbuck

Little White House
Yvette Wolff
Jane Perry
Chris Bennington
Eric Walton

Maggie and Joe on the long drive to Key West. “Are we there yet?”

Retail Buyer, Lisa Chubbuck and her
husband Dean have their two “fur kids”
Joe and Maggie. They are rescues and are
actually brother and sister from the same
litter! They will be 9 in September.
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july

Christian Belland, 20 years
Debra Clarin, 13 years
Monica Muñoz, 12 years
William Meagher, 7 years
Joanna Huestis, 4 years
Wesley Belland, 3 years
Mark Timmer, 1 year

administration
Michael McPherson

Maggie and Joe

Christopher Belland, 39 years
Edwin O. Swift, 39 years
Deborah Batty, 24 years
Edwin Swift IV, 24 years
Carlos Murray, 9 years
Johnny Earls, 3 years
Bob Bernreuter, 7 years
Julie Leonard, 1 year

retail division
Denise Knoop
Jessica Levesque
Devin McCormick
Joecelyn Chavarria
Vladimir Remond
Nancy Arndt
Elise Kubisch
Ronald Hignight
Beverly Edge
Alexander Cabrera
Amanda Lopez
Galyna Tsapko
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HAPPY

ANNIVERSARY
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Gregory Gerwin, 10 years
Janae Allen, 7 years
Bozena Paprocka, 5 years
Tetyana Gubchakevych, 5 years
Stanley White, 2 years
Jesse Panrock, 2 years
Judith Burton, 1 year
Robert Feldman, 1 year

july

Rosemary Pumar, 29 years
Suellen Croteau, 5 years
Evonne Aviles, 5 years
Nancy Stock, 5 years
Timothy Stroud, 4 years
Xiomara Oropeza, 3 years
Deborah Burchfield, 3 years
Virginia Hoffmeier, 2 years
Anne Marie Trogner, 2 years
Anna Tenaglia-Ryan, 2 years
Michael Gibson, 1 year
Amira Tohirova, 1 years
Elias Emmanuel, 1 year
Christopher Perdomo, 1 year
Peter Annarummo, 1 year

Christmas in July at the Conch
Store in Mallory Square

castmember
Spotlight
Lynn Dalton

Buyer, Tropical Shell and Gift

After several busy seasons, the Conch Store carts and fixtures had
began to show their age. Tanya Azevedo, the Conch Store manager,
the entire Conch Store staff as well as the maintenance staff rolled
up their sleeves and broke out the paint brushes. By painting the
fixtures white on the inside and accenting with bright tropical colors,
the store has taken on a whole new feel. With this clean new color
pallet, we decided to try something new on one of the carts, which
line the walkway towards Mallory Square. Holiday ornaments….in
every shape, size and color. By placing these items out where the
walk-by traffic can see them, the sales for the Conch Store souvenir
ornaments have risen over $1,400 over last year’s sales in just a little
over 1 month!

Wow!! Let’s go Shopping
at the Shell Warehouse!

We Have More than
Just Sponges…

There are lots of great changes going on in the Key West retail
stores. Check out the breezeway between the Shell Warehouse and
the Sponge Market! The metal pieces are bright and whimsical and
fit perfectly into the Key West vibe. The recently added butterfly
section truly feels like you are on a tropical island. These are just a few
of the exciting items that have been added to the Sponge Market’s
venue. The manager, Stan White, his entire team along with Dalia
Angelosanto, our merchandiser, have done a great job at creating and
maintaining this inviting area to greet our guests at every angle.
twitter.com/trumankeywest
facebook.com/trumankeywest
twitter.com/keywestaquarium
facebook.com/keywestaquarium

Hello! My name is Lynn Dalton
and I moved to Key West about five
years ago from the Panhandle area of
Florida. I was born in Augusta, GA and
moved around to several east coast states
including Jacksonville, FL, Charleston,
SC and New York City. I completed my
undergraduate in Charleston, SC and I am
just a few classes away from a BA in Art
History. I previously worked for a nonprofit museum gift store in Key West, and
I am truly enjoying learning more about the TSG gift stores. On my
days off, you can usually find me at either Fort Zachary snorkeling
around the giant rocks just off the beach or in my back yard relaxing
on my patio. I enjoy the close knit community that Key West offers
and I have been very fortunate to meet some amazing people here. I
love the island and the island life style.

Part of the changes going on in Key West, the Shell Warehouse
has made some amazing updates to their giftware section of the
store. Just look at these incredible displays of beautiful colors,
patterns and assortments. Doesn’t it makes you want to go shopping!
(And the holidays are less than 6 months away). Nancy Stock and her
team have been working diligently getting ready for the upcoming
season. This store, along with a few others has gone through a major
transformation. Several walls in the Shell Warehouse were damaged
by termites and had to be replaced so the team took advantage of
this and had the new walls painted a soft grey, just enough to make
the new merchandise POP!! The colors of the current and upcoming
season are reflected throughout the store giving it a fresh, inviting
feeling.
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“Revelry at Griffin’s Wharf”
By Kelly Horan Galante; Boston Tea Party Ships and Museum Assistant Creative Manager

Boston Harborfest 2014

Boston welcomed July and her annual
Harborfest celebration with several days of hot,
humid weather. Luckily for us at the BTPSM,
we often get a great breeze from the Fort Point
Channel to help us through these long days!
July 2-6th marked the 33rd year of Harborfest activities in the city.
Fourth of July week has showcased colonial and maritime history,
combining the talents of many of the historic sites throughout
Boston. Thanks to Hurricane Arthur moving up the East Coast, the
Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular was moved from Friday, July 4,
to Thursday, July 3. That evening, the fireworks were to begin at
10:30pm, but due to a fast-moving thunderstorm, they began at
10:00pm and the Esplanade was evacuated immediately following.
Quite an exciting week, weather-wise, here in Boston!
After last year’s success, we decided to present an encore
performance of “Revelry on Griffin’s Wharf” on July 2, 3, and 5. The
doors of the BTPSM were opened and guests were invited to join us
in Abigail’s Tea Room and on Griffin’s Wharf. The $15 entrance fee
gave the guests unlimited iced tea and freshly popped popcorn, in
addition to all of the fun we had to offer! The staff of Abigail’s also
had cookies, ice cream, alcoholic beverages, and various other items
for sale. The BTPSM Gift Shop remained open until 9pm and were
able to add special souvenirs for families visiting for the holiday.
This year’s rendition of “Revelry at Griffin’s Wharf” focused on
more hands-on activities and individual presentations. The actors at
the BTPSM prepared different characters and roles for each of the
three nights, giving them a chance to engage the guests in a variety
of ways. In Abigail’s Tea Room, we had several colonial games set
up, such as draughts, Nine Men’s Morris, and Shut the Box. Several
of our ladies challenged the patrons to a game or two. In addition
to the games stations, Abigail’s was the site for three new offerings:
“Sheep to Sock : A Demonstration in Handspinning”, complete with
Spinning Wheel (Lauria Kincaid), Caricatures (David Stickney), and
“Make Your Own Liberty Tea!”. Lauria’s demonstration included the
process from raw wool to fiber using hand carders to the spinning

David Stickney, drawing caricatures in
Abigail’s Tea Room
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Carol Smolinsky at the auction

of the wool on an actual spinning wheel, turning it into thread!
She is an avid knitter and had socks of various states on display
as well. David Stickney’s past as a courtroom sketch artist served
us well as he created lovely caricatures for our guests. The “Make
Your Own Liberty Tea” included a display of 10 different dried
herbs/flowers. The guest could select up to three which would
be placed in a cup, hot water would be poured over top and the
“brew” would be allowed to steep for several minutes. The ladies
of Boston were complying with the non-importation and nonconsumption agreements by boycotting tea, but didn’t want to miss
out on their social tea parties. They began to take things from their
gardens and create herbal concoctions. This nightly station was
kept running smoothly by our ladies, including Holly Schaff, Elyssa
Bjorkman, Amber Robitaille, Carol Smolinsky, Julia Scherer-Hoock,
and Moriah Giovannucci. Live musical selections were provided by
Kevin Skorupa, the talented musician who joined us for “Huzzah!
Tavern Nights” in February/March.
Once the guests ventured down to Griffin’s Wharf, they were
greeted by rich merchants, humble tradesmen, sailors, and
townsfolk. A scavenger hunt kept the guests moving from one side

Lauria Kincaid on the Spinning Wheel
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Conor Walsh, aboard the Brig Beaver

Red Coats Angelo Calderone, Ray O’Hare

of the site to the other. The crew of the brig Beaver (Kevin Welch,
Christian Masters, Christopher Sherwood Davis, Conor Walsh)
was eager to take on new crew members, as well as destroy the
tea, and to share their knowledge of sailing in the 18th century.
A “photo booth” was set up on the back deck where guests could
put on colonial clothing and snap some photos with the help of
Meaghan Dutton Blask, Jillian Couillard, Carol Smolinsky, and
Michelle Barrett! This was a big hit! Aboard The Eleanor, guests
were treated to stories of “Women at Sea” by Audrey Stuck-Girard
(7/2), Holly Schaff (7/3), and Amber Robitaille(7/5). Each of the
characters that were created for these evenings had their own
special twist and definitely kept the crowds entertained! “Captain
Bruce”, the captain of The Eleanor (portrayed by Stephen Chueka,
Harry Aspinwall, and Gary Mannion, Jr.), was on hand to discuss
sailing, reading charts and map, and other sailing instruments.
Early in the evening, an auction took place on Griffin’s Wharf.
Merchants such as John Rowe (Evan O’Brien), John Hancock (Sean
Lawler, Stephen Chueka), and Bill Molineux (David Stickney)
came on the scene to purchase barrels of whale oil, bolts of cloth,
and to take verbal shots at the Redcoat soldiers marching about.
Paul Revere (Josiah George) joined in and became a target for
the soldiers. The Redcoats, always a fan favorite, were portrayed

Kevin Skorupa leading the crowd in a
A long line of colonial dancing
rousing rendition of “All For Me Grog”
across the back deck!
Photos by Amanda Brown

Kevin Skorupa

by Harry Aspinwall and Johnbarry Green (7/2), Jeff Mitchell and
Johnbarry Green (7/3), and Ray O’Hare and Angelo Calderone
(7/5). We staged a competition between Redcoats and Rebels,
in an attempt to remove the Redcoats from the premises! After
many feats of strength and skill, the Rebels/Sons of Liberty were
victorious!
After the crowd had a chance to take part in the many activities
offered, we invited them to join us at 8:30pm for singing and
dancing. Kevin Skorupa joined us on the deck and led the crowd in
learning “Here’s a Health to the Company”. After several spirited
verses, we were taught a bit of colonial dance by Gary Mannion,
Jr. We had couples lined up from one end of our back deck to the
other! What fun! We closed the evening with a rousing rendition of
“All for Me Grog”.
The entire CAST of the Boston Tea Party Ships & Museum is
always excited to put on special events such as “Revelry on Griffin’s
Wharf”. It’s an exciting way to engage with a crowd that may not
have visited the museum and will cause them to visit during the
day, or will encourage people who love our museum to expand
their knowledge with our other offerings. Huzzah!
All photos by Michael Hogan unless stated.

The creative managers from (l to r): Josiah George, Michelle Barrett, Evan
O’Brien, Kelly Horan Galante, Carol Smolinsky
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Key West Celelbrates national safety day
On June 25th, Tropical Shell and Gift threw a National Safety
Day Barbeque in Mallory Square. They invited all the Key West
CASTmembers to eat lunch together. The picnic included burgers,
hot dogs, pork, chips, watermelon, and dessert which was served up
by the HTA Finance Department. Thank you to all who participated
and helped out for making this event bring light to how important
safety is throughout the year.

Tim Atwell munches on a piece of watermelon.

The finance team Marcus Davila and Nick
Monsalvatge serve up the pork.

Michael Anderson puts the
fixings on his burger.

Traditional Cuban pork was
cooked in a La Caja China
roasting box

Finance ladies Cruz Rioseco, Magda Janicka, Natalie Machado,
Mariola Janicka-Williams, Stephanie Monsalvatge, and Justyna Janicka

Michael Cates and National Safety Officer Jim Lamberson

Nick Monsalvatge and intern Frank
Grizzle Malgrat

Clinton Curry and Safety Officer
April Roskovensky

Interns Frank Grizzle Malgrat
and Tania Alpazar.
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The Nation’s Storyteller
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